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Abstract: Thermal plasmas offer unique advantages for materials processing, such as high
fluxes of heat and of reactant species. Recent developments have concentrated on improving
control of these fluxes across the boundaries surrounding the thermal plasma. Secondary discharges (hybrid plasma generators) and pulse modulation of the plasma have been some of
the approaches for this end. The use of such methods is described for selected applications.
Plasma characterization through advanced models and diagnostics are concentrating on
description of plasma instabilities and various nonequilibrium conditions. Understanding of
these effects will allow their use for enhanced processing methods.
INTRODUCTION
The major challenges for thermal plasma science and technology have changed over the years. The special characteristics of thermal plasmas were seen to offer an almost unlimited potential as a processing
medium, and efforts were focused on reaching an understanding of the fundamental processes and on
making use of this largely unknown processing medium in industrial applications. Lack of success in
any one application has been associated with a lack of knowledge of the plasma process and the need
for more research. Today, the limitations of thermal plasmas as a processing medium have become
clearer, and one even encounters occasionally the view that no scientific discoveries can be made any
more in thermal plasma technology, and the challenges are now the application of our scientific knowledge to the solution of engineering problems.
Is it true that all the fundamental phenomena in thermal plasma science have been discovered and
described? Are there still discoveries to be made which will lead to new applications, or are there materials processing needs which can only be answered by using thermal plasmas, or at least significantly
better than with any other processing medium?
In this contribution, I will attempt to provide some answers to these questions by looking at the
special characteristics of thermal plasmas as a processing medium, and then discuss the advantages and
challenges encountered when thermal plasmas are used in specific applications.
THERMAL PLASMA CHARACTERISTICS
The special characteristics of thermal plasmas offer a combination of unique advantages:
•

•

Thermal plasmas are a processing medium with one of the highest energy densities; the results
are high processing rates, high fluxes of radical species, the potential for smaller installations, a
wide choice of reactants, and high quench rates.
Use of electricity as the primary energy source assures independence from the oxygen potential
of the medium and, therefore, a controlled environment. Furthermore, gas flow rates are reduced,
control of energy flow is facilitated, and a short response time is possible.
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The same characteristics that offer these advantages pose special challenges:
•

•

The high energy density leads to strong gradients and frequently to nonuniformities of the
process. Also, instabilities are encountered reducing the process yield, and the large number of
independent process parameters can make process control difficult.
Electricity is one of the most expensive forms of energy, and the economics of the process and
the installations are frequently unfavorable.

It is clear that the major attraction of using thermal plasmas compared to other processing media
is the improved process economics offered by the high rates and compact installations, and any specific
process development needs to maintain this advantage.
The disadvantages of thermal plasma processing are not important when the process results in a
high value added to the product, because higher process costs and lower yields may be acceptable.
However, the trend in thermal plasma processing has been to expand into applications of lower valueadded products, and control of the process and improving reliability by controlling instabilities have
become the primary issues.
Figure 1 provides a look at different thermal plasma processing applications in a systematic way
by classifying the applications according to the phase of the medium to be processed. It is clear that one
can divide the applications into those which make use of the plasma solely as an efficient energy transfer medium, and those where the plasma-generated species are directly involved in the process chemistry. A further division can be made according to the characteristic processing time. Processes with relatively long characteristic times (>1 s) are less influenced by instabilities of the plasma generation
process and of the large-scale turbulence in the mixing region, whereas processing with characteristic
process times of 10 ms or less may be affected by these instabilities.

Fig. 1 Overview of thermal plasma processing applications.

Looking at the applications where the plasma is used as an effective source of process heat, we
have several plasma-related effects which increase the heat transfer. In the case where the medium to
be processed is used as an electrode (transferred arc configuration), these effects are predominantly due
to the terms associated with the current transport
dT
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The first two terms on the right-hand side represent electron condensation, enthalpy, and thermodiffusion, while the last term associated with the ion flux describes the contribution of the recombination. The remaining terms are the heavy-particle and electron-conduction terms.
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In case of only convective heat transfer, e.g., to a particle, the plasma provides enhanced heat
transfer due to the reactive contribution in the thermal conductivity and the Prandtl number
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K,Ka,Ke—thermal conductivity: total, heavy particles, electrons; Re,Pr—Reynolds number, Prandtl
number; T∞,Ta,Te,Tp—temperature of plasma, atoms and ions, of electrons, particle surface; je,ji—electron and ion current density; Xi—ionization potential; φw—work function; κ—Boltzmann constant; e—
electron charge; σ—electrical conductivity; φ—thermal diffusion coefficient.
In the situation where the plasma takes part in the process chemistry, we have to consider that a
thermal plasma is a very efficient source of reactive species, i.e., dissociated or ionized radicals. For
example, a small plasma torch used for atmospheric pressure plasma spraying operating at 30 kW with
a thermal efficiency of 66 %, with a gas flow rate of 0.03 to 0.07 mol/s of Ar, H2 or a mixture of these
gases, will provide a fully dissociated plasma flow which may be at an average temperature of between
9000 and 13 000 K (depending on the amount of hydrogen), and up to 30 % ionized. This translates into
a flow rate of electrons in the 8-mm-diameter jet at the torch exit of about 5 to 10 × 1021 per second.
Similar numbers hold for other radicals. To make efficient use of these reactants requires the control of
the recombination kinetics between the plasma generator and the medium to be processed. Since the
medium to be processed (e.g., a cold gas or a solid or molten surface) is usually at a much lower temperature, delaying recombination requires imposition of nonequilibrium conditions.
SPECIFIC THERMAL PLASMA-PROCESSING APPLICATIONS
In metal melting and remelting, the plasma is used primarily as an effective source of process heat, making use of the anode heat transfer characteristics of an arc between a cathode and the metal. The relatively long characteristic process times (from 0.1 s to min) reduce the importance of instability effects.
With the increased use of recycled scrap material (in 2000, 35 % of the steel was produced from scrap
[1]), the metal melting and remelting application has seen considerable expansion. New approaches
have concentrated mainly on more efficient overall operation of the installation and less on the control
of the plasma heat transfer.
In plasma cutting and welding, the use of a plasma is more economical than using a laser or an
electron beam which may provide higher power flux densities. New approaches are driven by improvement of the product quality and process reliability. Examples are the expanded use of pulsing the weld
current and of sensors for feedback control in automated welding. Current pulsing and use of signal
analysis techniques for interpreting weldpool images or cutting torch voltage traces will further improve
process reliability.
In plasma and in wire arc spraying, the plasma provides high heat and momentum transfer rates
to melt and accelerate spray particles or to melt the wire tips and atomize the molten metal.
Characteristic process times are determined by the particle exposure to the plasma which is in the order
of 0.1 to 10 ms, making it susceptible to plasma instabilities. This application has been expanding with
the expanded use of coatings required by the increasing demand on structural materials. More and more
materials require corrosion or wear-resistant or thermal-barrier coatings. Expansion of the technology
into large-scale manufacturing has driven developments for improved economics, process reliability,
and control. Process economics is most strongly influenced by the use of lower-cost powders, requiring
development of equipment and processes that provide quality coatings with inexpensive powders.
Improving reliability requires control of plasma instabilities, and process controls must have sensors
with time resolution in the order of 100 µs.
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Two recent DC torch developments have addressed the issues of arc stability and use of a wider
range of powders. In one of these torches, the arc is formed between three cathodes and a single anode,
and the powder is injected between the three cathodes into the arc (central injection) rather than into
the plasma jet downstream of the anode making the process less dependent on the powder quality [2].
The other torch also uses three cathodes and one anode, however, the plasma gas flow is controlled
such that the arcs remain separate [3]. Furthermore, the anode consists of only a ring with a relatively
small axial extent, thus fixing the arc length and reducing the plasma instabilities. Other approaches
have modified conventional spray torches with the use of gaseous shrouds for fluid dynamic control
of the instabilities [4].
Radio-frequency plasma spraying, although in use for many years, has recently seen expanded
use. The use of nozzles to increase the plasma jet and spray particle velocity [5] has added to this technique some of the advantages of DC plasma spraying while preserving the central injection and long
residence time advantages of the RF process. In particular, the new development of suspension plasma
spraying, where a suspension of the deposition precursors is injected in atomized form into the RF
plasma, allows the use of a larger variety of deposition precursors [6]. Plasma spraying with a “hybrid”
plasma torch employing a DC plasma torch issuing a jet into a RF plasma torch has been described
already in 1983 [7]. This technology combines some of the advantages of DC and RF plasma spraying,
and only the complexity of the dual power supplies and controls have impeded the wider spread use of
this technology.
Numerous new approaches have concentrated on the development of diagnostics for feedback
control. Examples are the measurement of the temperatures and velocities of a number of individual
spray particles in flight or of an ensemble of spray particles, and adjustment of the process variables to
set these particle properties to the desired values [8–10]. Other approaches have concentrated on the
development of inexpensive sensors for the measurement of arc and plasma jet characteristics, such as
frequency of the emitted sound or of the voltage fluctuations [11] to devise feedback control methods
and improve process reliability.
In thermal plasma CVD and the following thermal plasma applications, the plasma is predominantly used as source of specific chemical radicals driving the formation of the desired product.
The advantage of using a thermal plasma are the high fluxes of the deposition precursors resulting in high deposition rates, and the large variety of reactants which can be used. Characteristic process
times are the transit times of the chemical species from the injection point to the substrate, and they
range from 0.01 to 1 ms. The high deposition rates of high quality films have found commercial use in
the deposition of diamond coatings for a variety of applications. Besides the process economy, reliability as provided by the control of the chemical boundary layer between the substrate and the plasma, and
the film–substrate interface are the major issues.
A number of approaches have been pursued to increase control of the boundary-layer chemistry
while preserving the high precursor fluxes. The goal is to obtain in the boundary layer in front of the
substrate a species concentration profile which is independent from the temperature profile. Use of a
supersonic plasma jet carrying the deposition precursors into a low-pressure environment is one of the
earliest methods to be used for this application [12,13]. However, a similar effect has been recently
achieved with a lower velocity jet at atmospheric pressure using a secondary glow discharge superimposed onto the DC plasma jet [14]. The secondary discharge between the torch anode serving as the
cathode and the substrate as the glow discharge anode increased in a diamond deposition process the
electron densities in front of the substrate sufficiently to yield increased atomic hydrogen densities,
which in turn resulted in dramatically increased diamond deposition rates. In a similar process, however, in a low-pressure environment, pulsing of the glow discharge between the torch anode and the substrate could affect not only the deposition rate but also the film characteristics (see Fig. 2) [15]. A positive substrate bias led to the deposition of an amorphous or nanocrystalline boron carbide film at
deposition rates strongly increasing with substrate bias, while a negative bias resulted in highly stressed
crystalline films, with the rate only slowly increasing with increasing bias. Spectroscopic analysis of the
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Fig. 2 Increase of the growth rate of a boron carbide film as a function of the substrate bias voltage. The pulsed
bias voltage generates a secondary glow discharge superimposed onto the DC arcjet [15].

plasma jet revealed that the bias did not increase the temperatures of the molecules and atoms, but
increased the degree of dissociation (probably due to higher electron temperatures), and, therefore, the
density of the dominant deposition precursor boron.
Thermal plasma surface treatment other than deposition can be accomplished by using a thermal
plasma to generate at high rates reactive species, and use sophisticated fluid dynamic designs to keep
their concentrations high while they are transported to the substrate. Characteristic process times are in
the millisecond range. An example of such a process is the thinning of a silicon wafer through etching
with fluorine atoms or the sterilization of food containers. In one specific application, the reactive
species generated in the arc plasma are maintained in a stratified flow arrangement while the plasma is
cooling thus allowing surface reactions at low temperatures [16]. Another development for such an
application has resulted in a device providing a broadband plasma jet (about 30 cm wide). This jet is
generated by the reactant gas flowing across an arc which is stabilized partially by a cascade of constrictors and partially by magnetic fields [17]. An economical advantage is offered if these processes
can take place at atmospheric pressure, even if lower pressures may yield higher rates. However, dielectric barrier discharges or atmospheric-pressure glow discharges may prove to be strong competition
because of lower heat generation.
Plasma synthesis of nanoparticles with diameters between 5 and 50 nm has seen much renewed
interest with the emergence of nanophase materials with specific desirable properties. A thermal plasma
process provides high reactant flow and particle generation rates. The characteristic process time can be
considered the time from reactant injection to nucleation and is in the range between 0.01 to 1 ms.
While the generation of such particles consisting of a large variety of materials using a plasma process
has been used for over 30 years, the problem has been to realize the advantageous properties in bulk
materials made from these particles. One solution is offered by a new approach in which the particles
are nucleated in proximity of the end-product. As an example, consider the Hypersonic Plasma Particle
Deposition process, in which reactants are injected into the jet of a DC plasma torch and dissociated,
and the plasma is then accelerated in a supersonic nozzle. The cooling of the gas mixture through
expansion results in nucleation and formation of particles with a narrow size distribution peaking at
about 20 nm. The very high velocities of the particles (calculations indicate velocities of 2500 to 3000
m/s) allow inertial deposition of these particles on a substrate placed in front of the nozzle exit [18]. In
a variation of this process, the particles are directed through a series of aerodynamic focusing lenses,
resulting in features of 30 to 50 µm line width consisting of nanosize particles (see Fig. 3) [19].
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Fig. 3 Scanning electron microscope image of a microscopic feature consisting of SiC nanoparticles deposited
with the HPPD process [19].

In plasma waste treatment, the major advantages of using thermal plasmas in this applications are
the fast heating rates, the high processing temperatures allowing the formation of stable vitrified slags,
and the low off-gas flow rates. Off-gas cleaning is a major economic factor in any waste processing
installation, and the costs scale with increasing gas flows. The major issue is the economics of the specific process, and all new developments have been directed toward improving the economics either by
combining plasma processes with conventional incinerators to make use of the heating value of the
wastes, or by using the waste heat for obtaining a useful co-product. In situ vitrification of the incinerator ash is an example for a hybrid process, while the generation of a combustible gas is an example of
generating a usable co-product. An interesting development has come out of a cooperation between
Hitachi and Westinghouse Plasma Systems, where waste is treated in a plasma-fired cupola [20]. Since
the processing gas (oxygen or air) is preheated by the plasma torches, lower gas flow rates are required
for the waste treatment process than in normal incinerators, and the off-gas contains a high percentage
of CO. In a secondary combustion chamber, steam is generated to drive a turbine. Process economics
may be further improved by casting the vitrified slag into usable tiles.
NEW APPROACHES IN THERMAL PLASMA MODELING AND DIAGNOSTICS
The principal motivation for new approaches in the characterization of thermal plasmas has been the
goal to describe realistic conditions, i.e., thermal plasmas including gradients and nonthermal boundaries. Increased computing power allowed the introduction of more sophisticated numerical treatments.
Examples are the 3-D description of a plasma reactor [21] or the 3-D description of a plasma spray jet
[22] or the nonequilibrium between electrons and heavy particles in “nonthermal” regions of an electric arc [23]. In a number of modeling approaches, the description is not confined to the thermal plasma
and its boundaries, but also includes the material to be processed [e.g., 24–26].
One of the continued problems encountered in thermal plasmas is the description of mass transport by diffusion. Several new approaches have been proposed based on different formalisms [27,28].
The description of the plasma chemistry nowadays almost universally uses chemical kinetics calculations combined with the fluid dynamics description. This allows a realistic modeling characterization
of the chemical nonequilibrium in the plasma boundary layers. However, only limited attempts have
been made in the description of time-dependent effects such as some of the plasma instabilities, usually
by imposing some arbitrary fluctuation [e.g., 29].
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A significant effort has been spent on developing laser-based diagnostics which offer the promise of not only having high spatial and temporal resolution, but also of being independent of the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium. Thomson and Rayleigh scattering as well as CARS have been
used for characterization of arcs and turbulent plasma jets [30–32], and results have given some information on chemical and thermal nonequilibrium. However, the assumptions made for the data reduction may pose comparable restrictions to the validity of the data as the assumption of LTE.
A different approach in obtaining relevant data on thermal plasmas has been pursued by using relatively simple diagnostics with extensive (but on-line) computer analysis, e.g., voltage waveform analysis [33] or acoustic analysis of plasma jets [11]. Frequently, these types of diagnostics are usable in
process control systems.
A significant effort is being expanded in the characterization of the plasma instabilities. The
efforts concentrate on identifying characteristics of experimentally determined arc power fluctuations
through analysis of voltage waveforms or of fluctuations of the emitted light and sound [33–36]. Data
analysis methods have included use of chaos theory to identify higher order effects [37,38]. Even more
interesting are efforts to generate instabilities in a controlled manner by discharge modulation [39–41].
In particular, plasma modulations have been applied to investigate the different relaxation times for
heating of the different species and for the chemical reactions.
CONCLUSIONS
The use of thermal plasmas in industry has been expanding in applications where the unique characteristics could be translated into economic advantages. The control of these processes means to achieve
a fundamental understanding and control of the plasma instabilities and the conditions in the plasma
boundaries. This has been achieved by the use of combinations of thermal plasmas with either other discharges (hybrid discharges) or with other processing methods, or by discharge modulation. In all these
approaches, the improved control has been due to the establishment of chemical or thermal nonequilibrium. Improved control of the plasma instabilities has been obtained through fixed arc-electrode
attachments or by the use of fluid dynamic shrouds. Fundamental studies have used new capabilities in
modeling and simulation as well as in diagnostic techniques to investigate such nonequilibrium regions.
It appears that much of the work related to thermal plasma technology concentrates on characterizing
the nonthermal boundaries of the thermal plasma, and on enhancing the nonequilibrium conditions in a
controlled manner.
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